Emotion is one of the most essential and basic attributes of human intelligence. Current Aritifical Intelligent research is concentrating on physical components of emotion, rarely is it carried out from the view of psychology directly. Study on the model of artificial psychology is the first step in the development of human-computer interaction. A pragmatic mental model is the fundament of some key topics such as recognition and synthesis of emotions. In this paper a Mental State Transition Network Model is proposed to detect human emotions. By a series of psychological experiments, we present a new way to predict coming human's emotions depending on the various current emotional states under various stimuli. Besides, people in different genders and characters are taken into consideration in our investigation. According to the psychological experiments data derived from 200 questionnaires, a Mental State Transition Network for describing the transitions in distribution among the emotions and relationships between internal mental situations and external are concluded. Further more the coefficients of the mental transition network model were achieved. Comparing seven relative evaluating experiments, an average precision rate of 0.843 is achieved using a set of samples for the proposed model.
In the theory of the Mental State Transition Network, it hypothesizes that the human emotion is simplified to be seven basic categories and to transit among these discrete states. These states are defined as mental states. The transitions among them can be happened under certain conditions (stimuli). By means of statistic gathering from a large set of psychological questionnaires, transition from state j a to state i a is ( | , ) ( | )
P a a E P a a = ⋅ ( ) P E We use the Conditional Probability Table as the foundation of the model of Mental State Transition Network. The questionnaires were administered in a classroom setting. Each of the participants was required to fill out the questionnaire giving serious thought about emotional state transitions.The experiment firstly requires the participants to imagine a certain emotional situation under certain clues, and select the possibility of what the next emotional state will be with some effect. Then we compare each item to calculate the probabilities. The clues include seven different standard types which category into seven prototype emotions.
By the statistic of psychological questionnaire, we have obtained the transition probabilities and the transitional constraints among various conditions. 
Member
Emotion is one of the most essential and basic attributes of human intelligence. Current AI (Artificial Intelligence) research is concentrating on physical components of emotion, rarely is it carried out from the view of psychology directly (1) . Study on the model of artificial psychology is the first step in the development of human-computer interaction. As affective computing remains unpredictable, creating a reasonable mental model becomes the primary task for building a hybrid system. A pragmatic mental model is also the fundament of some key topics such as recognition and synthesis of emotions. In this paper a Mental State Transition Network Model (2) is proposed to detect human emotions. By a series of psychological experiments, we present a new way to predict coming human's emotions depending on the various current emotional states under various stimuli. Besides, people in different genders and characters are taken into consideration in our investigation. According to the psychological experiments data derived from 200 questionnaires, a Mental State Transition Network Model for describing the transitions in distribution among the emotions and relationships between internal mental situations and external are concluded. Further more the coefficients of the mental transition network model were achieved. Comparing seven relative evaluating experiments, an average precision rate of 0.843 is achieved using a set of samples for the proposed model. Keywords: artificial psychology, a mental state transition network, predict, psychological questionnaires
Introduction
Not only many people believe that emotions distinguish man from the machines, but also AI (Artificial Intelligence) scientists have merely focused on logical inference and rational thinking for a quite long time. Nevertheless more and more scientific findings indicate that emotions play an essential role in decision making, perception, learning, and moreover they influence the very mechanisms of rational thinking (3) . Nowadays a machine that lacks of emotion computing ability cannot realize artificial intelligent sufficiently and cannot meet the increasing requirement of human-computer interaction either. Along with the technological development and new era of "individuality", emotion has become a fashionable topic within AI (Artificial Intelligence) and cognitive science in these couple of years.
As a matter of fact, people have a really long history in studying the natures of emotions even from the Aristotle's time. Nearly hundred definitions of emotion and related concepts have been recorded and categorized (4) . Psychological tradition which has probed the nature of emotion systematically are shaped by major figures in several discipline-philosophy, biology, and Psychology (5) . The physical indictors include respiration, heart rate, temperature, electro-dermal response, perspiration, muscle action potentials etc. And the behavior indictors include facial expression, voice intonation, gestures, movements, posture, pupil dilation etc. For instance, some defined emotions in terms of observable physical behaviors (such as weeping, jump for joy, etc.), measurable physiological changes (such as sentic modulation (3) ) or conscious experience (such as mood, sentiment) etc. (6) . Even many preliminary studies have done in physical and behavior measures, none of them can describe emotions accurately and thoroughly. For example H.Yamasaki, K.S Labar, and G. McCarthy used functional MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) to determine whether attentional and emotional functions are segregated into dissociable prefrontal networks in the human brain (7) . M. Bradley, Maurizio Codispoti explored the natures of emotions by measuring several physical indicators in their study in 2002. They studied different responses to various picture stimuli between men and women in multiple response systems, including kin conductance, heart rate, reflex modulation, facial EMG (electromyography) activity, and evaluative judgments of the participants. (8) In another methodologically sophisticated study Hager and Ekman examined whether facial expressions of emotions are biased or asymmetrical in ways predicted by theories of hemispheric specialization for emotion-relevant processing. They stud-ied both spontaneous and simulated facial expressions of emotion and quantitatively measure all facial movement exhibited under these conditions, including the symmetry of facial actions (differences in intensity of muscular contraction for each distinct type of facial action that occurred) (9) . Everyday usage divides emotional states into categories that are related to time, reflecting the fact that emotional life has a definite temporal structure. Emotion in its narrow sense-full-blown emotion is generally short lived and intense (7) . Emotions may be defined as states elicited by reinforcements (rewards and punishments) (6) . An example of an emotion might thus be happiness produced by being given a reward, such as a pleasant touch, praise, or winning a large sum of money. Another example of an emotion might be fear produced by the sound of a rapidly approaching bus, or the sight of an angry expression on someone's face.
As a complex and advanced human intelligence, emotions are multidimensional psychological Phenomena. They are both cognitive and physical (3) . Generally 4 aspects of emotions are taken into consideration in contemporary psychology: cognitive assessment, emotional states, emotional experience, and emotional expression (11) . Therefore the emotion information processing can be studied by various approaches: physiological, psychological and information theoretic and computer engineering. The approach of building an emotion information processing model is Analysis-by-Synthesis (12) . Consequently, human emotion recognition is obviously becoming the first obligatory subject for building a more humanoid machine. As R. Cowie and E.Douglas-Cowie pointed out: human emotion recognition has gained more attention because of the desire to develop natural and effective interfaces for human-computer interaction application (13) . Though discussion of primary emotion theory and dimension emotional theory has been debated decades, both of them reflect one aspect of emotion. There is definitely some cross-culture emotions widely exist in each nationality (14) , and at the same time evidences also show that separation between positive and negative affective emotions exist certainly (15) . Numerous physical experiments have been done (Ekman (16) , Winton (17) , Frijda (18) etc.), but external information such as language, voice and facial expressions are not enough to model human emotion (2) . Because sometimes two different emotions may have very similar physiological indicators. For example: blood vessels expansion, red face, high level of pitch will occur when people in either happy or angry mood.
Though, various emotional models have been proposed in previous studies (the Plutchik's Multidimensional Model (19) , the Circumplex Model of Affect etc. (20) .), there are few studies in which describe the mental situation appropriately in a numerical way, that can be simulated in a machine directly. For this reason, an emotion model, which can be realized by engineering, should necessarily be created. Picard pointed out that a model such as the HMM (Hidden Markov Model) can be used not only to recognize certain affective patterns, but also to predict what state a person is most likely to be in next, given the state they are in now (3) . Associating with classical information process model (21) (22) (23) and cognitive information model (24) . We can deduce process of emotion-information processing based on emotional states.
In this paper, we present a novel model of Mental State Transition Network to simulate human emotion. The model explores human emotions from the viewpoints of both engineering and psychology; simultaneously it provides a new method to predict the future emotion state in natural equilibrium. This model is derived from the common sense emotional events compilations and the simplified mental network by considering the whole priori conditional probability under the various affective environments. The detail network structure is acquired from the psychological experiment designed on the basis of the Mental Transition State Network and be testified by random data from 50 people survey.
In the theory of the Mental State Transition Network, it hypothesizes that the human emotion is simplified to be seven basic categories and to transit among these discrete states. These states are defined as mental states. The transitions among them can be happened under certain conditions (stimuli). Nevertheless, there existed some certain expectation value with some external causes. We consider the whole emotional states movements of human's heart as a similar Markov random process. By means of statistic gathering from a large set of psychological questionnaires, the conditional transition probabilities among mental states can be calculated. Accordingly, we believed that the model is quite useful in reflecting some common aspects of human emotion. And even if the model is still rudimentary and not absolutely precise yet, the high precision rate which was obtained from further test experiments prove that the model is reliable and pragmatic to a certain extent.
Model Introduction and Analysis

The Emotional Information Processing Based on the Mental States Transition Network
As we mentioned above, emotion can usefully be defined as states elicited by reinforcements (20) . These reinforcements, or we can call them stimuli, can be considered as a kind of emotional information. For emotion that has four aspects (11) , we can learn that emotional information processing is supposed to comprise these four aspects.
Emotional information processing has some attributions of common information processing, but at the same time in the psychological phenomena, it has some unique attributions of cognitive psychology as well. Classical information processing model includes several elements: information resource, information transmission, information cognition, information regeneration, information effect, and information destination. Similarly, emotional information processing also has similar procedure. Emotional information occurs when environmental conditions change. At this point, the environmental changes can be considered as emotional information As Figure 1 shows: emotions are elicited when environments are changing. When stimuli are given, the emotional information (visual, auditory, taste, smell, tactile information etc) is required by the sensors (eyes, ears, tongue, nose, skin etc.) (24) (3) . Then the emotional information is transmitted from external environments to the human mental world by the neural system. At this time, the cognitive system exchange information with memory and assess for the stimuli. Associating with the cognitive assessment and match up to memory, the emotional state changes. Changing of emotional states arouse different emotional experiences in human mental world, simultaneously different emotional expressions occur by effectors in physiology, behavior or "Subjective Language Report" (a psychological measure-people report their emotional experience by language description) (11) .
The Emotion Recognition Method Based on a Mental State Transition Network and the Common Sense Emotion Events
Though contemporary cognitive research has made obvious progression with intellectual processing simulating (for instance: think, judgment, decision, learning, language, attention etc.), rare emotional processing can be simulated in appropriate approach. Current technology cannot provide an effective approach to detect human mental states directly, most of researches have to only focus on apparent of mind, same as research of emotions.
As we know almost every person can recognize and understand others emotion without any special training. And cognitive assessment to emotional information is too complex to be described by current technology. So it is reasonable to believe that there are some common sense emotional events existed. In our study, for simplifying the problem, temporarily, we presume that the cognitive assessments to basic emotional stimuli are same. That is: a common emotional stimulus arouses a common cognitive assessment among common people. (For instance: a wedding arouses happiness, a funeral arouses sadness etc.) In that case, we can create a Common Sense Emotion Events Corpus to categorize the emotional information in some degree. And the changes of emotional states become the main object which needs study. As aforementioned viewpoint, emotion states express themselves internally as emotional experience, externally as various physical or psychological indicators. So we can study apparently the mind of the emotional states by using "Subjective Language Reporter", such as psychological questionnaires.
The Model of the Mental State Transition Network
After studying a vast amount of literature on the signs that indicate emotion, both within the psychological tradition and beyond it (3) , we have found six archetypal emotions (happy, sad, angry, surprise, fear, and disgust) as presented by Ekman (14) . These six archetypal emotions are all short lived and intense. They are all full-blown emotions. (To simplify the study, our experiment only takes account of the full-blown emotion.) And they are all widely accepted among different areas and are easier to be captured and described than other complex emotions (14) . In our research, we presume that human emotional state is made up by these six archetypal emotional states. Besides these, we add another emotional state-neutral state (or calmness). Then, these seven discrete emotional states can construct an emotional space and the movements of emotional state can be taken as a Markov process. In that case, we can create a mental (emotional) state transition network model of a human devoid emotional information (external stimulus), as Figure 2 shows: the circles indicate the seven emotional states. The central circle represents the neutral emotional state. The other six circles indicate the six basic emotional states (happy, sad, surprise, angry, fear, and disgust). The neutral state represents calmness (nearly or completely motionless; undisturbed). In other word, the neutral state means that people in peaceful or quiet mental sit- From the previous Mental State Transition Network, we can access the transition probability of the next emotion state from the current one under no effect agent. But in nature, the stimuli (emotional information) from environments are existed. Contrarily, there are little place without affective stimulation in practical. A more practical model should adapt these kinds of environments. The original mental state transition network without considering external affecting factors is setup to describe the basic foundation of the emotion transition. Theoretically, the network can predict the situations of emotion transition. But in fact, it can not support the complicated situations containing certain affective stimulating which happened in common. However, it is necessary to sophisticate the model for both in theory and in practical. Hence, we propose the network with the conditional probability tables (CPT) which describe the external stimulations.
In Figure 3 , we can see the model is just like the original one. The difference is that arcs represent the transitional probability from one emotional state to another one while each circle replaced by a circle with an inward arrow standing for environment affective factors (emotional information) P (E k ) Since what we are dealing with is in an emotion space composed by only seven emotion state, it hypothesizes that state in model is independent from each other. The probability of each emotion situation E k is P (E k ) and we have k P (E k ) = 1, i = 1 . . . 7. So we obtained the probability of transition from
("P" indicates the probability. "k" indicates types of environments. "i" and "j" indicate types of emotion states.)
Psychological Experiments and Analysis
Purpose and Participants of the Psychological Experiments
The aim of the psychological experiments is to detect and describe human emotional states changes by "Subjective Language Report". We use the Conditional Probability Table as the foundation of the model of Mental State Transition Network. In our experiments, CPT is obtained through psycholog- ical questionnaires. In the experiment, we had about 200 participants recruited primarily from different high schools and universities in China and Japan respectively. The ages of the participants ranged from 16 to 30 years old. 112 of them were males and 88 were females. The questionnaires were administered in a classroom setting. Each of the participants was required to fill out the questionnaire giving serious thought about emotional state transitions.
Approach and Details of the Procedures for the Psychological Questionnaires
The psychological experiment required participants to fill out a table which was designed for creating transitions among seven basic emotional states (calm (neutral), happy, sad, angry, surprise, fear, and disgust). The contents of the questionnaire are described below:
Firstly, individual information of the participant, including gender, age, educational level, nationality, occupation, and self-character assessment were asked for. Second, the tables were designed based on seven mental states. Thirdly, some hint sentences depicting the situations of different stimulations are given to the participants. For instance under happy condition, the hint sentences are: please imagine you are in a certain emotional state (for example, imagine that you are angry at current time), at this moment if happy thing is taken place (for example, you have passed an important exam or have obtained promotion. . . ), what emotional state you would be at next period of time? Fourthly, an example was set up to teach the participants how to fill out the table.
Bio-informational Theory assumes that a mental imagine is an organized set of propositions that are stored in the brain's long-term memory (Lang, 1979) . Operation on propositions may elicit corresponding physiological responses (25) . Based on this theory, many experiments using proposition have been carried out. For instance: in Keiichiro Tsuji's experiments, participants were asked to give free description of the experiences they imagined with the sentences depicting the situations of a distinct stimulation of sensory modalities. Discomfort (affect) were dived into "sensation based affect" and "cognition-based affect": the former is the affect induced directly by sensory event, as example by "fear darkness itself" to a stimulus sentence "make a night journey alone" (visual), whilst the latter is the affect aroused through cognitive processing, as exampled by "I get a fright by thinking I may be assaulted" (26) . Table 1 is an example of original investigating data we have collected. In the Table 1 , the header row presents current emotional state, and the first column represents the emotional state at next period of time. The digital number in each lattice means the possibility of that situation. Here we use the A (i,j) to denote the transitional probability from the state a j to the state a i , i, j ⊆ (1 . . . 7) .
The experiment firstly requires the participants to imagine a certain emotional situation under certain clues, and select the possibility of what the next emotional state will be with some effect. Then we compare each item to calculate the probabilities. The clues include seven different standard types which contain seven prototype emotions.
In the questionnaire, the degree of possibility takes an integer value from 0 to 10. The maximum 10 means that there is 100% probability to transfer from the current state to this state and the minimum 0 means the possibility of transition is 0%. For example, the participant is required to imagine that they are in a happy emotional state at the current time. If there is nothing exciting happened to them (with neutral stimuli, for instance Chinese characters is a neutral stimuli for Western), they are required to imagine what emotional state they will be in next period and to fill in the column with value of 0 to 10. In original data Table 1 , transitional probabilities from the current happy state into happy/ calm/ sad/ surprise /angry/ fear/ fear/disgust states are 10/8/5/3/0/2/1 respectively. From the questionnaires we found that the transitional probabilities are different among each emotional state. Additionally, to allow the participants to fill out the table more easily, the sum of all the lattices in each column is not equal, so we must normalize the original data before advanced computing.
Experimental Results Analysis
Normalization
The original items in the table are designed to be easily filled out and cannot be directly calculated as the probability distribution. The following normalization is necessary (27) :
The Conditional Transitional Probability Tables
After data normalization, the unbiased estimated means are calculated to evaluate the CTPT (Conditional Transitional Probability Tables) of the model. From these tables, the unbiased mean value of each emotional state of the network under various conditions has been calculated. And we can predict the transition procedure of mental emotional states in various situations.
As studying CTPT, we can find some general constraints of these mental states transition situations under various conditions. By comparing the graphs of Table 2 , four general constraints of these mental states transition situations under neutral stimuli can be clearly concluded.
The Four Constraints under Neutral Condition
Firstly, under neutral condition, if a participant is in a particular emotional state currently, he/she will most likely remain in that state. From Table 2 (Under Neutral Conditions) it is clearly that the highest probabilities of each column are all distributed on the diagonal, except for the surprise column (the data on diagonal is the second most likely for the surprise column). These facts indicate that full-blown emotions under neutral stimuli usually do not change in the short time. They will retain the current emotional state if there is not any typical affective effect.
Secondly, Surprise is a unique emotional state in which the transition probability is absolutely different from the others six emotions under neutral condition. In our experiment, the highest transition probability from the surprise state under neutral condition is to the calm state but not to the surprise state itself. According to the Cricumplex Model of Affect (17) , surprise is a high arousal and positive emotion. A person will not remain Tables   Under Neutral Conditions   happy calm  sad  surprise angry  fear in a positive or highly intense state for a very long time if the stimulating effect is swift. After a strong accidental stimulation, the emotion of a person will usually tend to transfer into the calm state and will not remain highly tense for a long time.
Thirdly, under neutral condition, the highest transition probability and the lowest one from one emotion state to another always corresponds to two states that are contradictory. According to the Circumplex Model, for instance, happy which is a low arousal and positive value is absolutely opposite to angry, which has high arousal and negative value. From the data in Table 2 , it is easy to find several contradictory emotional state pairs. In our experiment, the contradictory emotion state pairs include: happy versus angry, calm versus angry, sad versus surprise, fear versus happy and happy versus disgust.
Lastly, besides remaining in the same state, the probabilities for transferring into the calm (neutral) state are obviously higher than into the other six emotional states. In Table 2 , we can find that the probabilities for transferring into the calm state are always the first or second highest. This shows that a full-blown emotion is a short time psychological phenomena and a person emotional state has a tendency to be calm if there are no external stimuli.
The Three Constraints under Other Six Archetypal Conditions
Firstly, under six archetypal emotional conditions, the probabilities of all transitions among states are all lower than 0.6.
Then, under archetypal emotional conditions, the largest probabilities in all situations are to the state of the emotion that is similar to the external condition. These results indicate that the external stimulus is the largest effective elements to the transition situation of human emotional states.
Thirdly, we can find that current emotion state plays a small role in emotional state transition, under six archetypal emotional conditions. At last, under six archetypal emotional conditions, we also found that transition probabilities between same values are higher than those have different values. For instance, under happy (positive and high aroused) stimuli, the transition probabilities from various former states to surprise (positive and high aroused too) are obviously higher than the transition probabilities to sad (negative and low aroused), disgust (negative and low aroused) etc.
Gender and Characteristic Factors on the Transitional Probabilities
According to the individual information of the questionnaires we have classified the 200 participants into several groups by gender and characters. In our experiment, every participant was required to appraise his or her own characters by self-assessment. Four character options were provided to assess. They are extraverted character, introverted character, sensitive character, and rational character. After comparing the different gender (male and female) and character of the participants we have found that: General tendency of transition between different genders and characters are approximately the same, except some special situation.
The same points are: under neutral stimuli, transitional probabilities mainly depend on the former emotional state which participants were in. And under other six archetypal emotional stimuli, the transition probabilities mainly depend on the stimuli. These indicate that the genders and characters are very small effective elements to the transition situation of human basic emotion states. But by comparing the original questionnaires we still found there are some special situation occurs between some participants. The obviously special situations are:
Under various stimuli, male participants have higher tendency to be calm than female. And also the rational participants have higher tendency to be calm than the sensitive participants. Introverted participants have higher tendency to be calm than extroverted participants.
Besides, by comparing with original questionnaires in some special situation the participants will give absolutely different reaction as following:
Under fear stimuli, most of participants have a tendency to be fear, but some participants will become to happy. The detail number is 23, which account for 9.2% of total participants (5 female/ 18 male, 9 introverted/14 extroverted, 10 sensitive/ 13 rational ).
Under angry or disgust stimuli, most of participants have a tendency to be angry, but emotional state of some participants will become calm. The detailed number is 37, which account for 14.6% of total participants. (15 female/22 male, 28 introverted/9 extroverted, 2 sensitive/ 35 rational ).
The Bayesian Network of Emotion State Transition
In our psychological experiments on the Mental State Transition Network model, the emotion of the current state, the emotion of the previous state and the stimulus from the environment are the variables that have dependence relationships among each other and the degrees of dependence are uncertain. However, we can use a simple Bayesian network here to describe the emotion transition network and the probability dependence relationship among the variables in it.
The Bayesian network modeling is composed of two components: the network architecture and condition probability distribution respectively. The first indicates the conditional independence relationship of variables with the directed acyclic graph, the arc connected between variables indicates that there is dependence relationship and vice versa. The second shows the uncertainty of this relationship and can be represented as a conditional probability distribution table. These features can be found in our emotion state transition network.
It is hypothesized that there are six variables in our transition network from our experiments: current emotion state, previous emotion state, stimulus from the outside and personal characters which includes gender, character and sense. The current emotion state depends on previous emotion state, stimulus and personal characters respectively. In our Bayesian network the node C represents the emotion of current state and the node P represents the emotion of former state, simultaneously, the node E represents the stimulus factor from external environment, the node G represents the gender, the node CH represents character and the node S represents the sense. The current state C of emotion is affected by not only the previous state P , but also other outer and inner factors together. Their dependence relationship can be showed in the Figure 6 :
In order to carry out numerical calculations, it is necessary to further specify for each node C the probability distribution for C conditional on its parents. The distribution of C given its parents may have any form. In our experiments, we can obtain the condition probability distributions table over all variables represented by the nodes. 
Model Test Experiments
From the previous section a practical transition network model has been built up that depends on about 200 questionnaires. To test the practicality of this advanced Mental State Network Model, we used another set of 50 random survey results as the test data. They are different from the former data and can be employed to test the model.
Because the aim of the Mental State Transition Network is used to predict the future emotion state from a previous state with its stationary transitional probability distribution and external condition. And also because the probability is derived from the previous questionnaire survey experiment, a person's emotional action according to prediction of our transition network model will certify the validity of the model.
Firstly, in an intuitive viewpoint, we can verify the validity qualitatively. Comparison of the top two states transited from each state between the test data and corresponding model states probability distribution. The model can be proved to be useful when the states are matching and to be invalid when the states are not. Then, we test the model by comparing the transitional probability distribution of all the states. This will finally present a determinate probability that describes the level of the validity of the model.
In the first case, from the network model, the first two states with that largest probabilities are selected to compare with the two from the test data directly, which are filled out by the participants. Table 3 has shown one example result of transitioned in happy situation. The results for this part of the comparison have indicated that the model is valid qualitatively.
In the probability comparison case, the two kinds of transition probabilities, P i (a i |a j ) and Q i (a i |a j ) are considered. P i (a i |a j ) indicates the probability from state a to state b in the model and Q i (a i |a j ) is the probability calculated from the test data. The probabilities are the foundation of our comparison.
Simultaneously, four previous constraints can be verified. In our model and test data, there are seven possible states to transition into from the start state. In an ideal case, the distribution of the transitional probability of the test data must match the model. We use the difference between the model and the test data to evaluate the difference between them. The following equation is used to calculate the related difference of the states:
The equation describes the difference of one start state between the probability distributions, P i (a i |a j ) and Q i (a i |a j ). As the difference increases, the result decreases. If the distributions of the probability are analogous, the result becomes one. For the whole model, we use the mean value of all states to evaluate the model validity. The equation is as follows:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (5)
N is the total number of all states. P ranges from 0 to 1. The closer to 1 the more valid the model is.
Compared with the 50 random test data, the probability of the model (Mental State Transition Network) validity distributes on seven various external situations are indicated in Table 4 . It means the model is close to the actual human emotional state transition.
Conclusions
The Mental State Transition Network model presented in this paper proposed a new way to process emotional information. The model can be applied to predict the transition situation of emotion states in the next period under several affective stimulation environments. We implemented these functions by the psychological experiments to obtain the conditional transitional probability tables in different emotional situations and the validity of the model (Mental State Transition Network) was tested and the model (Mental State Transition Network) provided a relatively high precision average rate of 0.843 for the set of 50 random surveys.
By the statistic of psychological questionnaire, we have found some transitional constraints were drawn from the results under various conditions.
In future research, we will enlarge the scale of the psychological experiments to make the model much more accurate and practical as well as considering more complex emotional states. Also we will make further study on cognitive appraisal by building a common sense events corpus.
